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PREFACE 
The Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote 
Sensing is a multiyear program of research, development. evaluation, and appli-
cation of aerospace remote! sensing for' agricultural resources, which began in 
fiscal year 1980. This program is a cooperative effort of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, the National Aeronautics an~ Space Administration, the National 
Qceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S. Department of Commerce), the 
Agency for International Development (U.S. Department of State), and the 
U. S. Oepa rtment of the l.lteri or. 
The work which is the subject of this document was performed within the Earth 
Resources Research Division, Space and Life Sciences Directorate, at the 
Lyndon B. Johnson ~pace Center. National Aeronautics and Space Au~inistr~tion. 
Under Contract NAS 9-HdOO, personnel of Lockhe(!d Engineering and Mdn~gemerlt. 
Services COfl1)an.v, Inc •• performed the tasks which contributed to the comp1 E.it Ion 
of ttlis researc',. 
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It is not possible to obtain precise early-season estimations ~f crop propor-
tions so, ely by using Landsat data because there is not enough accumulated 
info~ation from only one or two Landsat passes. For this reason, the follow-
ing approach was proposed to estimate crop proportions early in the season 
(ref. 1). 
a. Use a regression-baJed prediction equation tn obtain an a priori estimate 
for specific major crop groups. 
b. Modify this estimate using curre~t-year Landsat and weather data. 
c. Break down major crop groups into specific crops by regression models. 
In this report, some preliminary results from the development and evaluation 
of appropriate models for the first portion of the proposed approach are 
presented. The developed models were tested and evaluated by using a data 
base for North Dakota, constructed from the published statistics compiled by 
the North Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. Because of the local 
data base used, the results are valid cnlv for North DakotJ area crop propor-
tion estimation. It is believed that the same models can be applied to other 
regions of the United States and foreign c'Q\Jntries. However, further tests of 
the models uSing data fron areas with significantly dHfererlt environmental 
conditions are needed to (onfirm this belief. Although it has not been fully 
investigated. most likely, tne same models can be used in the third portion of 
the proposed approach. which is the breakdown of major crop groups into 
spec ifi c crops. 
There are difficulties in using straight regression models in early-season 
c""p proportion estimation. These difficulties and some possible solutions to 
them are examined in section 2. 
these difficulties are proposed. 
In section 3, new modeh aiming to solve 
Fo 11 owi ng the proposal of new mode 15, thf! 
construction of the North Dakota data base for tes~ing and evaluating the 
models is discussed in section 4. Some prel1minary modeling and predicting of 
results using the North Dakota data base are presented in sections Sand 6, 
1-1 
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respectively. Some issues which were not investiglted in this study are 
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2. DIFFICULTIES IN USING STRAIGHT REGRESSION MODELS IN PROPORTION E5TIMf4TION 
Considlr thl following st.nd.rd glnlr.l linr·~ ~od.l: 
P • X d + c 
nxl nICk "'.1 n.l 
whlre 
P • a victor of proportions. 
X • the dlta matrix of explanatory variables. 
~ • I victor of unknown coefficilnts to be estimated from the sampll dati. 
I & • I vector of Irror terms. 
There exists at least three difficulties in applying the above model to crop 
proportion estimation problems. 
1. Because the dependent variable 15 proportion. it assl.llles only values in 
the (0.1) interval. The estimated or predicteG values can be outside the 
interval. This make~· ~he 1nterpretat10n of the results difficult. 
2. The variance of Pi is: 
where 
Pi • the population proportion. 
n1 • the sample size of the ith class. 
The condition of constant variance assl.lllption t~ 4 ~~Qndard general linear 
model is no longer true except in the rather uninteresting case where all 
Pi's are identical. 
3. If some of the explanatory variables are highly correlated. then the 
application of the least-squares method to the data will yield unstable 
and imprecise estimated coeffiCients. The high correlations among the 
explanatory variables (i.e •• multicollinearity) can cause exclusion of 
significant variables. which in turn. causes misspecification of the 









There are ways to solve the first difficulty, and some of the proposed solu-
tions are by uSing the logit model, the loglinear model, and the probit trans-
fOMmations (refs. 3, 4, and 5). The variance stabilization technique can be 
used to transfor,,'. ~he data to make the variances constant (ref. 6). It is 
argued that, if all the Pi's are within the interval ru.2,O.8], then the 
second difficulty won't be a serious problem because the least-squires method 
is relatively robust when the constant variance assumption is violated (ref. 5). 
There are methods and procedures which have been proposed in dealing with the 
problem of multicollinearity in the linear model. Most widely used are the 
direct data augmentation method (ref. 7), the mixed estimation procedure 
(refs. 8 and 9), the Bayesian approach (refs. 10, II, and 12), and the ridge 
regress ton procedure (refs. 13, 14, and 15). 
Simulation studies by persons from different professional fields have shown 
that, among these widely used methods or procedures, the ridge regression 
procedure yields the most encouraging results in dealing with the multicol-
linearity problem. The ridge regression estimator of S in the linear model is 
defi ned as: 
k ~ 0 is the ridge parameter whose value is to be determined. 
The B(k) 15 a biased estimate of 8. The induction of a small amount of bias 
in the estimation significantly reduces the variance Of the ridge estimator. 
This results in a smaller mean-squared error of the estimate than the ordinary 
least-squares estimate 
There are different methods proposed for determining the optimal values of the 
ridge pJrameter k. The use of ridge trace, empirical Bayes methods, and 
.. 
methods based on 8 are among them. A survey of these methods and a simulation 
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3. THE PROPOSED MODELS 
To correct the short.com1ngs of th. ord1nlry regression model discussed in sec-
tion 2, the use of the 10g1t model for ~rop proporton estimation .nd the Uf. 
of the ridge regression procedure for estimation of the regression coefficients 
Ire proposed. In the dichotomous clse, the 10g1t model cln be written: 
eXJ: (So + 81 Xi 1 t + p • I ' 1,t 1 + exp (80 + 81 1,l,t 
••• + 
+ ••• 
or in the following transformed linear form: 
where 
P1,t • observed proportion of spring ~mall gra1ns of the 1th stratum of 
year t. 
X • value of the 1th stratum of the jt~ independent variable of year t. 1 ,j ,t 
'1,t • error term. 
The estimated prc~~rtions obtaine~ from the logit model automatically satisfy 
the proportion definition, that is: 
and 
where .. .. qi,t • 1 - Pitt 
Thelog1t model 1n the dichotomous cue can be exten6ed to the case where 
there are more 'than twc.. major crop groups. In the extended case, there will 
be 1 - 1 equ,tions if there are .t. > 2 major crop groups with 0 ~ Pi ,t,l ~ 1 
and Pi t 1 + Pi t ~ + ••• + Pi t • • 1. All the equations are considered , , , ,c. , ,,,, 
s1multaneously when estimating the regression coefficients. 
3-1 
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A data set containing crop, weather, and economic data at both county and crop 
rfporting district (C~O) levels in North Dakota from 1975 to 1980 was 
constructed for testing the models. The data were ba,ed upon the published 
statistics compiled by the North Dakota Crop and Livestock Report1ng Service. 
The var1ables 1ncluded 1n the data set were planted acres; pr1ces of var10us 
spr1~g small gra1ns for the current and prev10~~ years; total acres of 
1nd1vidual counties and CRO's; temperature and r,rec1p1t4t10n for April, May, 
and June; and some dummy variables for temporal and spat1al effer.ts (refs. 17, 
13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24). 
A list1ng of the data set 1s ~1ven 1n appendix A. List~"J; of summary statis-
tics and correlation matrices at both county and CRD levels, given in 
appendices Band C, provide some basic information about the data set. 
The number of acres of spring small grains planted was calculated by summing 
the numbers of acres planted in spring wheat (excluding durum), durum, barley, 
oats, rye, and flax. The previous year's weighted price of spring small 
grains was obtained as a weighted average for spr1~~ ~all grains, using the 
numbers of acres planted as ~/ei ghts. The ;>roporti 0 .. "" of spri ng small grai ns 
were calculated by dividing the total acres of spring small grains planted by 
the total acres of each county or CRD. 
Weather d~ta were published by weather station rather than by county and CRD 
levels. To be consistent, the weather data were transformed from weather sta-
tion t~ county and r.RD levels. If weather data were puolished by more than 
one station within a county, then thr average temperature and precipitation 
were used as the weather data for the county. A few counties do not contain 
weather s!ations with published data. In this case, the averages of the data 
published by stations near a county in this category were used as the weather 
data for the county. 
The data subset at the county 1 eve 1 has 265 obs' "vat ions. The data subset at 
the CRD level contains 45 observations. 
4-1 
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5. SOME PRELIMINARY MODELING RESULTS 
5.1 MODELS 
The following three mode.~ were tested at both county and CRD levels. 
1. (MLl) straight regression model (stepwise) 
(PSSG) • So + ~ ~.(DCRDj)1 t + Su(WPSSG)i t-l + P {~!)!)b)1 i.t f.'1 J • '7 • lU .t-! 
where 
(PSSGh • t • proportion of spring small grains of the 1th unit of 
year t. 
DCRD1. ···.DCRD8 • dummY variables for spatial effect. 
(WPSSG)i.t_l • last year's weighted price of spring small grains. 
(PERAPL)i,t • April precipitations of the ith unit of year t. 
(PERMAY)i.t 
(PERJUNE)i .t 
• May precipitations of the ith unit of year t. 
• June precipitations of the ith unit of year t. 
• erro~" term 
2. (ML2) logit modE'l 
) exp( E) (PSSG i.t • 1 + exp(E) + £i ,t 
where 
+ YIO(PSSG)1,t_l + Yll (PERAPL)1,t + Y12(PERMAY)i,t 









3. (ML3) linearized logit model 
(PSSG)i t 
• "0 + ~ OJ (DCRDj)l.t + "g(WPSSG1 1•t _1 
+ ~10(PSSG)i,t_l + ~11 (PERA~L)i,t + ~2(PERMAY)i,t 
+ ~13(PERJUNE)j,t + ti,t 
5.2 MODELS AT THE COUNTY LEVEL 
The results from the computer runs of the three models at the county level are 
given in appendixe!) D, E, and F. The step'ltise regression was tested for the 
purpose of getting some information abou~ the relationship between th~ 
dependent variable, the proportion of spring small grains, and the explanatory 
variables. As expected, the most important factor in determining the current 
year proportion of spring small grains is last year's proport~on. This 
variable, together with the intercept, explains approximately 94 percent of 
the total variation of the crop proportion. 
Other significant variables are last year's weighted price; precipitation for 
April, May, and June; and the dummy variable for CRD 5. All the significant 
variables explain approximately 96 percent of the total variation. 
The nonlinear log~t model was fixed by using the NLIN procedure in the 
~tatistical Anf.·lysis System (SAS). The independent variables included in the 
model are those significant variables plus all the dummy variables for spatial 
effect. 
The Marquardt iteration method was used in the estimation of the coefficients. 
The Marquardt method of iteration is equivalent to performing the ridge 
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The plots of observed and estimated proportitlns against COUNTYCO by year are 
given in flg'lres 5-1 through 5-5. The vari~ble COUNTYCO is used to identify 
counties and CRO's in a plot. Values 10, 20 ••••• 90 are for CR01, CR02 ••••• 
CR09. V.lues li Jnd 97. for example, are for the first county of CROl ano the 
seventh county of CR09, respectively. The value 1 is for state-level data. 
As can be seen from the plots. the estimated proportions are very close to the 
observed ones. 
The linearized logit model was fixed by using the GLM procedure in SASe The 
independent variables used in the "onlinear logit model were used ',n this 
model. These significant variables explain approximately 95 percent of the 
total variation. The observed and estimated proportions from this mode'\ were 
plotted in figures 5-6 through 5-10. The plots show similar results as thQse 
obtained from the nonlinear logit model. 
5. 3 ~LS AT THE CRO LEVEL 
The results of comput~r runs for the three models at the CRO level are pre-
sented in appendixes G. H. and 1. respectively. At the eRO level. last year's 
proportion still plays an extremely important role in determining the current 
year's proportion. The variable plus tt!e intercept explain approximately 
96 percent of the total variation. Other significant v~r1ables at this level 
are dum~ variables for CR07. year, May and June temperatures. and April 
prec1p~tation. All the significant variables explain 99 percent. which is 
virtually all the total variation. 
Although stepwise regression models at county and at CRO levels did not pick 
lP an identical set of independent variables. the same set of ind~pendent var-
iables used in the 10g1t models at the county level was used in the logit 
(both nonlinear and linearized) models at the CRO level for the following 
reasons. 
a. Both stepwise regression models picked up the most important variable. 
last year's proportion. 
b. Computer programming is c~nvenient. 
c. Comparison of the same model at different data levels is easy. 
5-3 
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Figure 5-2.- The plot of observed and estimated proportions from the nonlinear logit model for year 2. 
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Figure 5-3.- The plot of observed and estimated proportions fl"Oll'l the nonlinear logit IUdel for year 3. 
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Figure 5-5.- The plot of observed and estimated proportions from the nonlinear logit .odel for year 5 . 
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figure 5-6.- A plot of t~e observed and esti.ated proportions fro. 
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The observed and estimated proportions from the CRD' 10g1t (nonlinear) model 
are plotted against COUNTYCO by year in figures 5-11 through 5-15. The 
observed and estimated proportions from the linearized logit art plotted 
against COUNTYCO by year in figures 5-16 through 5-20. COUNTYCO's at this 
level are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 for the nine CRO's in North 
Dakota. As r.an be seen from these plots, the estimated proportions almost 
duplicate the observed proportions in both linear and nonlinear 10git models. 
5.4 SOME FINDINGS 
Estimated regression cnefficients and their standard errors of the linearized 
logit model at both county and CRD hI'.': L; are summari zed in table 5-1. Some 
main findings from the model fittings follow. 
a. At both levels of the data, the most important factor determining current 
year crop proportion is last year's proportion. 
b. At both levels of the data, other significant independent variables are 
last year's weighted price of spring small gra1ns and precipitation for 
April, May, and June. 
c. All three models which were tested performed well. 
d. Oum~ variables for temporal and spat1al effects are not very 1mportant. 
e. The standard errors of est1mation of the est1mated coeff1cients at the CRO 
level are greater thar those at the county level. 
f. The R2 computed from CRO data i~ greater than that computed from county 
data, (In fact, it can be substantially greater.) 
5-14 












TABLE 5-1.- ESTIMATED REGNESSION COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR STANDARD ERRORS 
OF THE LINEARIZED LOGIT MODEL 
Model l a Model 2b 
Parameter 
Estimate Standard error Estimate Standard error 
Intercept -2.5018 0.0685 -1.9112 0.2324 
(WPSSGh ,t-1 .0410 .0170 .1181 .0'-72 
(DCRD1 h ,t .1159 .0398 -.0290 .0683 
(DCRD2)i,t .0569 .0403 .0274 .047ij 
(DCRD3h, t -.0696 .0409 .1267 .0926 
(DCRD4)i,t .0068 .0478 -.2928 .1388 
(DCRD5)1,t .0129 .0377 -.0377 .0470 
(DCRD6)1,t -.'.U13 .0454 .1478 .1109 
{DCRD7)i ,t .0273 .0433 -.2563 .1358 
(DCRD8)1,t .0403 .0453 -.2228 .1224 
(PSSG)i ,t-l) 4.9286 .1307 3.U643 .6743 
(PERAPR)i ,t -.0322 .0097 -.0710 .0147 
(PERMAYh ,t -.04915 .0085 -.0266 .0129 
(PERJUNE)i,t .0241 .0072 .0107 .0104 
R2 0.952981 0.990776 
aModel I, at county level: 248 completed observations 
bModel 2, at CRD level: 45 completed observat;ons 
5-15 
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Figure 5-11.- The observed and estimat~d proportions from the ORO 
logit model are plotted against COUNTY CO for year 1. 
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Figure 5-13.- The observed and estimated proportions from the ORO 
logit model are plotted against COUNTY CO for year 3. 
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Figure 5-15.- The observed and estimated prG~rtions from the ORO 
logit model are plotted against COUNTYCO for year 5. 
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figure 5-16.- The observed and estimated proporti~s from the linearized 
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Figure 5-11.- The observed and estimated proportior.s fr~ the linearized 
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Figure ~-19.- The observed and estimated proportions fra. the linearized 
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Figure 5-20.- The observed and esti~ted proportions fro. the linearized 
logit model are pl~tted against COUNTYCO for year 5. 
















6. SOME PRELIMINARY PREDICTION RESULTS 
6.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
By using the method of least squares to estimate 8 in the model V • Xs + t, 
one may then attempt to predict the crop proportions in 1980. Let each row of 
the m by k matrix X. be the values t.ken by the independent variables during 
the prediction period. If th~ assumptions of the fitted model are still valid 
for the m observations, that is: 
then 
.. 
a. X.S is the best linear unbiased predictor of 
E(V.) • X.S 
with covariance matrix 
and 
.. 
E ... 0 2 [X. ( X ' X) -1 X~] 
X.S 
b. X.d is thp best linear unbiased predictor of 
V. • X.8 + £. 
with covariance matrix 
'" 2 -1 ] LJ .. • a [Ik + X. (X' X) X~ 
X.S 
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ORIGINAL PAGI IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
Simple r.gr.ssion with V. being one di~nsionll: 





with varianc. Var( ;;a + esX.) • 
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The 100(1 - a) percent confidence ellipsoids for E(V.IX.) and v. are as 
fo 11 ows: 
a. 
Confidence ellipsoid for E(V.IX.): 
X*(; - B)'[X.(X ' X)-l x!]-l (a - B)X! ~ m~2F a,m,n-k 
b. X.B ~ Nm X.B. a2[Ik + X.(X'X)-lX~) 
Confidp.nce ellipsoid for V.: 
( " ) I [ ( I ) -1 I] -1 ( " ) I "2 X. a - B 1 + X. X X X. B - B X. ~ ma F m n k a, , -
The model data at the CRO level 
m • 9 
~2 • 0.00409026 
FO.05.9,31 • 3.03 
6.~ PRELIMINARV RESULTS 
The 1980 data used in .. hI! prediction are listed in appendix J. The notations 
of the data are the same as those listed in appendix A. 
Because all three models that were considered yielded equally good results. only 
the linearized logit model was used in the evaluation of predictability of the 
models. The 1980 independent variable data. both at county and at CRO levels, 
are plugged into the fitted linear logit model to get the 1980 predicted crop 
proportions. In order to learn the predictability of the models, the predicted 
crop proportions Q~e then compared with the 1980 proportions. which are calcu-
1at~d directly from the published data. The predicted, calculated proportions 
and the differences at both county and CRO levels are presented in tables 6-1 
and 6-2, respectively; they are plotted ~n figures 6-2 and 6-3, respectively. 
The average squared error of prediction is 0.00352592 at the county level 
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TABLE 6-1.- THE PREDICTED AND CALCULATED PROPORTIONS AND 
THE DIFFERtNCES AT THE COUNTY LEVEL 
Pred1 cted Difference in 
County Proport ion proport ions predicted and County of spring published spring code sma 11 gra 1 ns of spr1ng sma 11 gra 1 n 
sma 11 gra 1 ns proport ions 
Burke 11 0.323671 0.307626 0.016045 
Dh1 de 12 .338221 .335807 .002414 
Mount roa 1 : 13 .269551 .282295 -.012744 
Renvi11 e 14 .451467 .484650 -.033182 
Ward 15 .370520 .387766 -.017245 
Williams 16 .290395 .295436 -.005041 
Benson 21 .388J42 .351792 .036550 
Bott 1 neau 22 .482633 .432534 .050099 
McHenry 23 .290131 .283453 .006678 
Pierce 24 .389722 .402973 -.013251 
Rolette 25 .362644 .348666 .013978 
Cavalier 31 .607019 .541898 .065121 
Grand Forks 3Z .490699 .379811 .110888 
Ne 1 son ~i3 .449906 .387692 .062214 
Pembina 34 .516709 .408852 .107858 
Ramsey 35 .481020 .393475 .087545 
Towner 36 .553392 .471408 .081984 
Wa lsh 37 .548212 .456271 .091941 
Dunn 41 .146680 .166588 -.019908 
McKenz i e 42 .125971 .147770 -.021799 
McLean 43 .358202 .340999 .017203 
Me reer 44 .206484 .207201 -.000717 
Oliver 45 .219747 .202496 .017251 
Eddy 51 .340059 .261390 .078669 
Foster 52 A02374 .350540 .051834 
Kidder 53 .201008 .210422 -.009414 
j Sheri dan 54 .327825 .307767 .020058 
6-4 
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TABLE 6-1.- Concluded. 
Predic~ed Difference in 
Obser- County ?roportion proportions predir..ted and 
vat ion County code of spring of spring published spring sm411 grains sma 11 gra ins small grain proportions 
28 Stutsman 55 0.352943 0.282379 0.070563 
,9 Wells 56 .449745 .426989 .022756 
30 Barnes 61 .507416 .416293 .091123 
31 Cass 62 .565323 .427776 .137547 
32 Griggs 63 .441461 .315426 .126036 
33 Steele 64 .551937 .416136 .135801 
34 Trai11 65 .577272 .499878 .077394 
35 Adams 71 .2~1833 .228150 .023683 
36 Billings 72 .068591 .129781 - .061191 
37 Bowman 73 .211538 .209436 .002103 
38 Golden Valley 74 .158253 .175076 -.016823 
39 Hettinger 75 .373402 .362535 .010867 
40 Slope 76 .171852 
41 Stark 77 .280680 .263685 .016996 
42 Burleigh 81 .250000 .228753 .021247 
43 [".nons 82 .301065 .306140 -.005075 
44 Grant 83 • J08507 .184216 .004390 
45 Morton 84 .188639 .185074 .003566 
46 Sioux 85 .093495 .125946 -.032451 
47 Dickey 91 .327127 .259582 .067545 
48 La Moure 92 .439178 .394666 .044512 
49 Logan 93 .303134 .288294 .014841 
50 McIntosh 94 .393775 .335847 .057928 
51 Ransom 95 .337907 .260638 .077268 
52 ~ichland 96 .334958 .276545 .068412 
53 Sargent 97 .380825 .275197 .105628 
6-5 
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North Centra 1 
Northeast 
West Centra 1 
Central 
East Centra 1 
Stiuthwest 
Sout~ ~~ntra 1 
Southeast 
Proportion Observed CRD of spring log 
code sma 11 gra ins odds 
10 0.330254 -0.7070 
20 .381331 -.4839 
30 .524448 .0979 
40 .204559 -1.3580 
50 .341577 -0.6563 
60 .533956 .1360 
10 .215311 ··1.2932 
80 .209579 -1.3275 
90 .360794 -0.5719 
Predicted Difference in Estimated predicted and 
log proportions published spring 
odds ~f spring sllilll grai n 
sma 11 grai ns proportions 
-0.6140 0.351147 -0.020893 
-.4283 .394530 -.013199 
-.0371 .490/32 .033716 
-1.2315 .225927 -.021368 




-.0642 .483966 .049990 
-1.1661 .237561 -.022250 
-1.2134 .229103 -.019523 1 
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Figure 6-2.- A plot of the predicted and calculated proportions 
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Figure 6-3.- A plot of the predicted and calculated proportions 
and the differences at the eRO level. 
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The covariance matrices of the best linear unbiased predictor X.s of E(Y.IX.) 
and Y.IX. at the eRD level are given in tables 6-3 and 6-4, respectively. 
Comparisons between )980 published and predicted acreages at both county and 
CRD levels are given in tables 6-5 and 6-6, respectively. At the county 
levPol, the published 1980 total planted acreage of spring small grains is 
14,857,300 acres (excluding Slope County, North Dakota). The predicted 1980 
planted acreage is 13,504,169.67 acres (excluding Slope County). The model at 
the county level underpred1cted the 1980 planted acreage by 1,353,130 acres or 
9.1 percent of the published data. 
At the CRD level, the published data are 14,980,000 4cres; the predicted 
planted acreage is 15,117,152.11 acres. The model at the CRD level over-
predicted the 198G planted acreage by 137,151.11 acres or 0.92 percent. In 
terms of the absolute differences between the 1980 published and predicted 
acreages, the model at the CRD level yields better prediction than the model 
at the county level when North Dakota data were tested. A summary of t~: 
predictability of the models in terms of planted acreage is in table 6-7. 
6-9 
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T~elE 6-3.- ESTIMATE Of THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF E('.IX.) 
Covariance Coli." 1 Col ..... 2 Co I ..... 3 Col ..... 4 Col~ 5 Co~ ... (; Col..,. 7 laatrh 
Row 1 0.0173414 0.0248336 0.0261834 0.0211913 0.0370541 0.0200511 0.0248632 
Row 2 .0248336 .0694118 .0814133 .0146314 .0955308 .0565694 .0911111 
Row 3 .0267834 .0314133 .0986158 .0883136 .112781 .0673055 .110911 
Row 4 .0217973 .0746374 .0883136 .0822622 .104522 .0616231 .(;981924 
Row 5 .0310541 .0955308 .112181 .104522 .138981 .0193024 .123051 
Row 6 .0200511 .0565694 .0673055 .0616231 .0193024 .0413392 .0153858 
Row 7 .0248632 .0911711 .110917 .0981924 .123051 .015~S8 .131003 
Row 8 .0218089 .0866812 .104425 .0941519 .119182 .01l139t: .119152 
Row 9 .0314446 .0891132 .107225 .0911423 .125941 .0745453 .119115 
A 
TABLE 6-4.- ESTIMATE OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF '.11. 
Covartance Col .. " 1 Col .. n 2 Col .. n 3 Col .. n 4 Coll.n 5 Col ... 6 Col .... 1 llatrtx 
Row 1 1.01735 0.0248336 0.0267834 0.0217973 0.0370541 0.0200517 0.0248632 
Row 2 .0248336 1.06941 .0814133 .0746374 .0955308 .0565694 .0922111 
Row 3 .0267834 .0814133 1.09862 .0883136 .112181 .0673055 .110917 
Row 4 .0217973 .0146314 .0883136 1.08226 .104522 .0616231 .0981924 
Row 5 .0370541 .0955308 .112781 .104522 1.13699 .079"024 .123051 
Row 6 .0200517 .0565694 .0673055 .0616231 .0793024 1.04134 .0153858 
Row 1 .0248632 .0911711 .110911 .0981924 .123051 .0153858 1.111 
Row 8 .0278089 .0866872 .104425 .0941519 .119782 .0117396 .119152 
Row 9 .0314446 .0891132 .107225 .. 0917423 .125941 .0145453 .119175 
- ............... '" ... ..---- '-7 .- - ~- --,..,...,..... 
. -~.----" j 
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0.0218089 0.0314446 
.0866812 .0891132 
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TABLE 6-5.- THE 19BO PUBLISHED AND PREDICTED ACREAGE OF COUNTIES 
Obser- County Spri ng sma 11 Spri ng sma 11 County grains, pre- gra ins, pub-
vation code dicted acreage lished acreage 
, 
1 Burke 11 220 309 231 800 
2 Dhi de 12 279 391 281 400 
3 Mountrail 13 328 637 313 800 1 I. 
4 Renville 14 274 816 256 000 
5 Ward 15 507 259 484 700 
6 Williams 16 390 259 383 600 
7 Benson 21 315 881 348 700 
8 Bottineau 22 464 230 518 000 
9 McHenry 23 340 869 348 900 
10 Pierce 24 267 703 258 900 
11 Rolette 25 203 733 211 900 
12 Cava 1 ; er 31 524 384 5el7 400 
13 Grand Forks 32 349 547 451 600 
14 Ne 1son 33 246 882 286 500 
15 Pembina 34 294 112 371 700 
16 Ramsey 35 314 276 384 200 
17 TOWler 36 314 674 369 400 
18 Walsh 37 375 529 451 200 
19 Dunn 41 212 380 187 000 
20 McKenzie 42 258 857 220 500 
21 McLean 43 450 665 473 400 
22 Mercer 44 138 178 137 700 
I 23 01 i ver 45 93 440 101 400 
24 Eddy 51 106 229 138 200 
25 Foster 52 144 703 166 100 
26 Kidder 53 182 882 174 700 
27 Sheri dan 54 194 804 207 500 
6-11 





































TABLE 6-5.- Concluded. 
:ounty Spr1 ng sma 11 Cou.,t.v gra1 ns, pre-code d1cted acreage 
Stutsman 55 409 156 
Wells 56 354 982 
Barnes 61 394 046 
Cass 62 478 835 
lir1 gg5 63 143 329 
Stee le 64 189 092 
Tra 111 65 275 453 
Adams 71 144 410 
Billings 72 94 605 
Bo\tmlan 73 156 826 
Go 1 den Va 11 ey 74 113 618 
Hett 1 nger 75 263 113 
Slope 76 134 732 
Stark 77 ,22 086 
Burle1 gh 81 237 904 
Emmons 82 294 482 
Grant 83 196 419 
Morton 84 227 418 
Sioux 85 88 908 
Dickey 91 189 889 
La Moure 92 286 938 
Logan 9:J 184 692 
Mc Intosh 94 213 223 
Ransom 95 143 622 
Ri ch land 96 256 457 
Sa rgent 97 150 236 
TOTAL 13 638 902 
6-12 
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14 857 300 
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TABLE 6-6.- THE 1980 PUBLISHED AND PREDICTED ACREAGE BV CRO 
~ . 
Total Spr1 ng sma 11 Spri ng sma 11 DHference 1 n CRD predicted and Obser- CRD CRD area, grains, grai ns, published vat 1 on code 
mt 2 
pub 11shed predicted spri ng small acreage acreage gratn acreage 
1 Northeast ).0 9 232 1 951 300 2 074 747 
-123 447 
2 North Central 20 6 910 1 688 400 1 744 771 
-!>8 371 
3 Northeast 30 8 646 2 902 000 2 715 434 186 566 
4 West Central 40 8 555 1 120 000 1 236 995 -116 995 
5 Cent ral 50 7 190 1 571 800 1 605 299 -33 499 
6 , Ea s t Ce nt ra 1 60 5 509 1 882 600 1 706 349 176 251 
, 
7 Soutdwnt 10 7 987 1 100 600 1 214 337 -113 737 
8 South Central 80 7 817 1 046 500 1 146 173 -9 763 
9 Southeast 90 7 435 1 716 800 1 673 047 43 753 
TOTAL 69 281 14 980 000 15 117 152 -137 152 
TABLE 6-7.- SUMMARIES OF THE PREDICTABILITV OF THE MODELS 
Item Model 1 Model 2 
Pub 11 shed 1980 a14 857 300 14 980 000 
planted acreage 
Predicted 1980 a13 504 170 15 117 152 
planted acreage 
Difference 1 353 130 -137 152 
t. difference 9.1 -0.92 
aExclud1ng Slope County. 
6-13 
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1. ISSUES AND REMARKS 
The development and tests of the proposed models were based upon the usual 
assumptions of standard general li~ear theorYi i.e., normality, constant 
variance, and independence of the error term. There is no doubt that the 
s,andard theory must be modified to suit the conditions of the real problem. 
In this preliminary study, poss1ble mod1f1cations to the general model were 
inv~st1gated during the process of modeling. However, it was decided that 
flIOdif1cations would not be incorporated in the proposed models for;he 
following reasons. 
a. The assumptions of normality and of constant variance probably will not be 
serious problems in the proposed model s~nce it has been shown to be 
relatively robust. This is especially true for the ass~mption of const~nt 
variances, if all the observations are within the ran9G 0.2 S P S O.P. If 
modifications to the proposed models are desired in order to satisfy the 
two assumptions, transformations of the data (discussed in Chapter 10 of 
reference 2) can be used. 
b. The independence assumption concerning the dependent variable or error term 
is the most difficult prob1em to deal with. Violations of the assumption 
also have the most serious consequences in statistical inferences. Note 
the following quote "'y Scheffe (ref. 6). IIIn general, of th~ three kinds 
of possible departures from assumpt10ns we have considered, those caused hy 
lack of independence are the most fonnidable to cope with.1I 
In the proposed models, it was assumed that the error tenns are independently, 
identically, and normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. This is 
the simplest assumption one can make. Because the combination of time-series 
and cross-section data was used in the proposed model, there are temporal and 
spatial correlations in the error tenns. The inclusion of lagged dependent 
variables in the models further compounds the problem because the crop propor-
tions of a county or a CRO are certainly affected by previous-year proportions 
of the particular county cr CRO and the proportions of surr~unding counties or 








tempor.l .ff.ct .nd sp.ti.l .ff.ct should b. d~v.lop.d .ccording to the r.al 
situations. This is In ,r., wh.r. furth.r r.Sllrch is n •• ded. 
The dependence probl.m is somewhlt Ill.viat.d if one assumes that only temporal 
effects exist and a county or a CRO is uncorrelated with all oth.r counties or 
CROls for the current and previous y.ars. Under this assumption (i.e., the 
error t.rms are autocorrellted), th.re are thr.e main consequences if the 
standard general lin.ar model is applied. 
1. Estimates of B ar~ unbias.d, but the sampling varianc.s of the .stimates 
may be unduly large when compared with those achievable by a slightly 
different method of estimation. 
2. The saq, li ng varia"ces of the est imates are li kely to be serious ly under-
estimated. 
3. sampling variances of the predictors will be needlessly large. 
In addition to autocorrelated error terms, the proposed models also contain 
lagged dependent variables. In this case, there are other possible assump-
tions about the error terms. Some of the possibilities are as follows 
(ref. 25): 
a. £1, t • Ui,t - >,u1,t_1 0<>,<1 
and U1,t .... N(O, 0 2) u 
b. £1 ,t • ui ,t - AU 1,t_1 o < .\ < 1 
and 
u1 ,t • ~Ui,t_1 + vi, t 
with 2 Ipi < 1 and "i,t - N(O,o,,) 
c. £1, t • PE: i ,t_1 + "i,t 











I f the error terms sat 15fy on. of the above assumpt ions and there are lagged 
dependent variables included in the models. then the ordi~.ry least-squares 
estimat.s of 8 become biased and inconsist.nt. i •••• the bias remains .ven if 
the sample is '.rg.. The asy~totic bias is a function of the true coefficient 
of the lagged dependent variable and the true autocorrelation coefficient ~. 
It seems extremely hopeless to apply the standard general linear model theory 
to a study in which autocorr.lated error terms 4nd lagged dependent variables 
exist. Thert are encouraging results from studies in this area. It is shown 
empirically and theoretically that if the absolute value of the true coeffi-
cient of the lagged dependent variable is large. then the asymptotic bi~~ will 
be small even with large values of the autocorrelation coefficient p (ref. 26). 
It is further shown that the presence of independent variables in a model 
tends to reduce the absolute values of the asymptot ic biases (r'ef. 27). 
In the proposed stepwise models, the dependent variable is the proportion of 
spring small grains. The true coefficient of the proportion 1 year before is 
very big. (The least-squares estimates are 0.9288 and 0.9488 at county and 
eRO levels, respectively.) In addition to the lagged variable, there are 12 
independent variables included in the models. The large value of the true 
coefficient of the lagged dependent variable and the large number of indepen-
dent variables included in the models are expected to make the asymptotic 
b\~ses in the estimates become minimal. 
It was proposed to use the ridge regression procedure to e3timate the regres-
sion coefficients in the logit models. There are two ways to incorporate the 
procedure in the estintation and prediction of crop proportions. nne way is to 
specify the Marquardt i~.!ration method in the NUN procedure in SASe 
Marquardt's method is equivalent to performing ridge regressions. The other 
way is to linearize the logit mode' and apply directly ~he ridge regression 
estimation techniques to estimate the coefficient~. 
7-3 
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In this study. the first way was used in the nonlinear logit models. The 
ridge regression procedure was not applied to the linearized logit models for 
the following reason. Since the linear logit models fitted North Dakota data 
very well at both levels. little improvement can be made by using methods 
other than the ordinary least-square~ estimators. 
The alternative estimation technique to the ordinary least-squares method will 
be investigated more thoroughl'y when the proposed models are tested with data 
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r LISTING OF THE CONSTRUCTED DAT~, SET 
The following symbol definitions are to be used in Appendixes A, B, C, D, E, 







OCRDl through DCRD8 
OF 
DURUM 
OYRl through DYR4 
FLAX 
















Acres of a county or CRD 
640 times the area 
Acres of barley plarlted 
County code 
Coefficient of variation 
Du~ variables for spatial effect 
Degrees ot freedom 
Acres of durum wheat planted 
Dummy variabl es for tempora 1 effect 
Acres of flax planted 
C represents county; CRD; ST represents state 
Number of observations 
Acres of oats planted 
Obse. lation 
CRD-observed proportion 
Last year's price of barley 
List year's price of durum wheat 
Precipitation for April 
Precipitation for May 
Precipitation for June 
Last year's price of oats 
Predicted proportion of spring small grains 
Last year's price of spring wheat without 
durum wheat 
Observed proportion of spring small grains 
PSSG - PZ~PSSG = R2CPSSG 
Difference obtained by subtracting the 
predicted proportion from observed proportion 
of spring small grains 
A-l 
\1 I. I 









TEMPAPl, TEMPMAY, TEMPJUNE 
Acres of rye planted 
Acres of spring wheat other than durum wheat 
planted 
Total acres of spring small grains planted 
Pevious year's total acres of the county 
Temperatures for April, May, and June, 
respectively 
WPSSG last year's weighted price of spring small 
grains 
YEAR 1 • 1975, 2 • 1976, 3 • 1977, 4 • 1978. 
5 • 1979 
Note: All variable names with the last letter 1 are the same as those 
without 1 with the exception that they are logged for one year. 
A-2 
r i l I I I • 
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APPENDIX I
OUTPUT OF COMPUTER RUN: LINEARIZED LOGIT MODEL AT THE CRD LEVEL
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